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INSTAR BOOKS:  
WE PUBLISH  

THE DARKNESS

“Instar Books, that web-based platform of weird fiction . . . 
we’re giving you a heads-up, here, in case the more wild and unre-
strained works of what some call slipstream are your particular cup of 
tranya. Because what Instar Books offers is just that.”

—Wayne Alan Brenner, Austin Chronicle

INSTAR BOOKS publishes literature in elec-
tronic form, embracing contentious new models, 
welcoming the creative chaos of a destabilized 

industry. 
We do not believe that genre distinctions 

are meaningful. Novelists and poets do not want 
to work for massive media conglomerates or make 
more bricks for giant corporate hell-castles. Read-
ers do not want their literature mediated by mar-
keting executives trying to build inoffensive global 
brands. We offer an alternative, unconvinced that 
readers and writers must only choose between old 
media incompetence or new technology relentless-
ness in order to consume and produce great work.

In addition to ebooks, we are intrigued 
by the possibilities of texts as social destinations, 
as performance, and also as digital sculptures, or 
“seeds.” In fact, we want to try every goddamn 
thing.

SIMPLE QUESTIONS ABOUT 
INSTAR BOOKS, ANSWERED 

BY A ROACH

What sorts of books do you publish?
Powerful books o’ magic an’ verse, engineered to 

titilate, bemuse, provoke, an’ gratify! Annuals an’ perennials 
from EVERY climate. Dark speculative legerdemain, meant ter 
balm the black hearts of yer modern precariat! Literature, 
right?

Do you offer print books?
On select titles! When an ebook sells 500 copies, it 

will be released in a print edition. Some titles are also avail-
able in “seed” format, meanin’ a USB drive sculpture con-
tainin’ all relevant ebook formats! A physical locus for all yer 
ebook witcheries!

Why should I trust you? You are a roach! Your books are 
creepy plastic sculptures!

Wotcher, eh? You can trust us! First place, you want 
to, else you wouldn’t be listenin’ to me prattle on so, wot? 
Second place, we’ve friends what vouch for us, notably our 
publishin’ partners OR Books in New York! They is friends 
with Yoko Ono and the like! 

Isn’t publishing doomed, though?
No more doomed than sex or drugs or hanging out 

wit’cher pals in bars. Stories will always need to be refined, 
amplified, and protected from the powerful. It’s the same 
ol’ problem in every age: connecting writers to people an’ 
money.

http://en.memory-alpha.org/wiki/Tranya


Everyword: The Book
by Allison Parrish

“With a few dumb lines of Python code, Everyword manages to say 
more in a single word than most human Twitter users ever do.”—Gawker

“One of the internet’s most beloved bots.”—The Guardian
“Delightfully absurd.”—Leandro Flores

From 2007 to 2014, the Twitter account @everyword 
painstakingly tweeted every word in the English lan-
guage, more or less, to thousands of riveted followers 

worldwide. Now, in honor of the one-year anniversary of 
the conclusion of its task on June 6, 2014, @everyword 
designer and digital poet Allison Parrish and Instar Books 
are teaming up to provide book consumers everywhere 
with Everyword: The Book. 

Containing all 109,157 words from the original run 
of the account, along with accurate counts of the number 
of times each was favorited and retweeted by Twitter us-
ers, Everyword: The Book provides an accelerated, “director’s 
cut” experience of the English language like no other—as 
well as, in Parrish’s introduction on her methods and on 
the initial reception of her work, a striking look at the 
intersection of conceptual art and secret humanity.

June 2015
ISBN 978-0-9904528-5-0
Ebook + unlockables

Hotwriting v.0

by Todd Anderson

Todd Anderson creates poetic experiences using a 
projector, code, sound design, and a wireless USB 
keyboard he wears around his neck. He calls this 

Hotwriting. In this “v.0” publication, Anderson’s poetry col-
lides with a powerful, interactive “digital playground” full of 
futuristic experiments in language, form, interactivity, and 
audio presentation, changing the conversation regarding 
how we think of as poetry and presenting a dreadful satiric 
vision of America and its discontents.

July 2015
ISBN 978-0-9904528-3-6
Ebook + interactive web portal + unlockables



The Unsteady Planet

by Jennifer Hanks and Julie Herndon

A girl hides in the ruins of a house that is shaking apart, 
her father setting mouse traps in the backyard. A 
woman plots to convert her unsuspecting spouse 

into an animal to follow her into the new postapocalyptic 
world that’s coming. Lovers fuse, separate, are haunted by 
ghosts both literal and figurative.

In The Unsteady Planet, the poet/illustrator team of 
Hanks and Herndon spill out visions of queer identity, body 
horror, and looming ecological disaster in pages of lushly 
hallucinatory comic art, producing a debut collection like no 
other, one that will hurl readers into new visionary words of 
anxiety, sensuality, and—sometimes—strange grace.

March 2016
ISBN 978-0-9904528-8-1
Paper booklet + ebook + unlockables



Shifting
Book Two of The Fold

by Miracle Jones

“[Shifting] recalls cyberpunk forerunners such as Samuel Delany (on 
steroids) or Alfred Bester (on crack), or Bruce Sterling’s Schismatrix yarns. . . We 
seriously need a third book.”—Tom Moody

Ljubo Snap has problems. His father, a famous necro-
naut, is addicted to a terrible drug called ink, delivered 
in the form of smashed lightbulbs. His brother Aleks, 

formerly a master of the psychic art known as Folding, has 
been surgically stripped of his powers by the all-powerful 
School and collapsed into alcoholism. And the whole Snap 
family faces imminent financial disaster unless Ljubo—him-
self an accomplished Folder and “thoughtsnatch,” someone 
who traffics in secrets plucked from unsuspecting minds—
can uncover information valuable enough to earn them all 
enough jack to survive in the cruel Fevers of Pip’s Cross, 
the psychic city that Travels the universe on the back of a 
gigantic psychic octopus known as The General.

Radically expanding the canvas first sketched out 
in 2014’s Sharing, Miracle Jones’s Shifting tells the story of 
a city—part Victorian, part hypermodern, riven with sex, 
dreams, and intrigue—and of the people within it who fight 
to find dignity in surviving.

November 2015
ISBN 978-0-9904528-6-7
Ebook + unlockables

We Publish the Darkness

An Anthology

The first all-fiction multi-author anthology from Instar 
Books, We Publish the Darkness is both dreadful curio 
and statement of purpose. Combining stories from 

accomplished authors, aspirants, rank novices, and vision-
possessed dabblers alike, the collection—intended as the 
first installment in an annual series—aims to articulate a 
vision of modern fiction that privileges story and imagina-
tion at the intersection of technology, tradition, and dire 
circumstances. 

For readers, We Publish the Darkness will be a read-
ing experience like no other. For the writers, it will be the 
start of a community that stands dedicated to the power 
of imagination—and the limits of that power—against per-
sonal isolation. 

April 2016
ISBN 978-0-9904528-7-4
Paperback + ebook + unlockables



The Black Emerald

By Jeanne Thornton

“Consistently smart, sometimes quite brilliant, 
and almost always just flat out fun.”—PANK

“In reading the beautiful and unexpected stories 
in The Black Emerald, you become strange and dreamy in 
the same way that they are.”—Topside Spotlight

“In each of the seven stories and two novel-
las that make up this collection, [Thornton] manages to 
disarm the reader with unexpected choices . . . reminiscent 
of some of Caitlin R. Kiernan’s weirder turns, but with 
threads of (often tragic) humor throughout not often found 
in Kiernan’s work.”—Morgan M. Page

FICTION • ISBN 978-0-9904528-0-5
$10 / $25 in seed edition
Cover prints available

Sharing

Book One of the Fold

By Miracle Jones

”There was this indescribable quality to it. . . . out of an 
alleyway a sound of strange music emerges. . . . there in 
the darkness you find an old man seated at a weather-
worn piano plunking away at the keys. . . . There is 
something in those discordant tones that keeps you from 
continuing on your way. You stand there, listening for the 
pattern in the music, trying to suss out what it is that 
draws you in so, when suddenly from the shadows, the 
sound of more instruments begin to emerge. From deep in 
the shadows come the strains of bent tubas, badly tuned 
violins, and other musical implements that produce 
sounds unlike anything you’ve ever heard. . . . somehow 
striving to a weird synergy of sound that lifts your spirit 

unlike anything you’ve ever heard before. That’s what reading this book was like. It was 
undeniably flawed, and yet also undeniably brilliant.”—The Unsanity Files

FICTION • ISBN 978-0-9904528-1-2
$10 ebook

The Thingbody

By Clare Louise Harmon

“A work the listening, reading world will talk 
about for a very long time.”—Niyi Osundare

“The Thingbody explores the edge of bearable 
female existence in an age of plenty... beautifully rent and 
rendered.”—Maria Damon

“It’s quite heavy and sad, and very moving while 
also being horrifying . . . You aren’t merely watching Thing-
body’s journey - you are consumed by and participating in 
it.”—AC, Goodreads review

POETRY • ISBN 978-0-9904528-2-9
$10 ebook / $25 seed
Cover prints available

Videogames for Humans 

Edited by merritt kopas

“Games can be conversations, and a new anthology 
curated by merritt kopas called Videogames For Humans 
aims to explore those connections. She’s gathered Twine 
game creators and critics to annotate and discuss one 
another’s works -- the result isn’t just a unique angle on 
games criticism, it’s a gathering of many of the most promi-
nent creators in that unique space.”—Leigh Alexander, 
BoingBoing.net

Launch April 20, 2015 at Babycastles in NYC
GAMES/SOCIAL SCIENCE • ISBN 978-0-9904528-4-3
$24 Paperback, 576 pages / $10 Ebook

http://instarbooks.com/books/sharing.html
http://instarbooks.com/books/the-black-emerald.html
http://instarbooks.com/books/the-thingbody.html
http://instarbooks.com/books/videogames-for-humans.html


HOW TO GET INSTAR BOOKS

All ebook editions of Instar titles can be ordered 
through the following retailers:

• Direct from publisher ..............www.instarbooks.com
• Gumroad .............................gumroad.com/instarbooks
• Kobo ........................................(listed by individual title)

For event and other discounted sales of Instar 
Books titles in print and USB “seed” editions, or for  
academic inquiries, please contact Jeanne Thornton at

jwthornton@gmail.com

Foreign & subsidiary rights on Instar Books titles 
are handled through our partners at OR Books. For infor-
mation, please visit:

http://www.orbooks.com/rights-inquiries/

Join the INSTAR BOOKS MAILING 
LIST

There are two methods:
• Remove this portion of your catalog-book and 

surreptitiously slip it into the pocket or bag of an 
INSTAR BOOKS operative

• Sign up at www.instarbooks.com for mailing up-
dates from us

www.instarbooks.com
facebook.com/instarbooks

@instarbooks on Twitter

http://www.instarbooks.com
mailto:jwthornton@gmail.com
http://instarbooks.com
http://facebook.com/instarbooks
http://twitter.com/instarbooks
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